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About This Game

The mysterious plane crash was only the beginning. Eight survivors are stranded in the middle of an unforgiving frozen
wilderness of Alaska. Don’t let it consume you. Find out the truth. Survive and live to tell the tale of The Wild Eight.

In The Wild Eight, always be on the move — it is your only way to survive and find out what happened with this mysterious
place. It is a challenging and fun game designed for both teamwork multiplayer and an immersive single-player experience.

Explore and Survive
Embark on the adventure into the ruthless arctic wilderness and uncover truth behind a mysterious plane crash that left
its surviving passengers to die.

Cooperate
Join with other players online (up to 8 players in one party) or begin the dangerous journey on your own.
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Hunt or Be Hunted
Gather resources, craft and improve your equipment at the camping site, escape blizzards and fight deadly beasts that
lurk in the woods.

Loot
Find the uncanny anomalies, strange laboratories and abandoned facilities, full of useful loot and even something out of
this world.
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It's hard. Fun. Super hard. Frustrating. Impossible? Delightful -- when you finally beat the level after 150 deaths!

This is a crazy game with a very original graphic style and a pretty good level design. Everything is placed and timed in a pixel
and millisecond perfect manner to force you to find the right timing to run, walk, jump, warp, die and warp again...
And it definitely does not feel random - when you finally beat a section of the level, it's because you understood the physics, the
right timing, and it's very rewarding.

Even though some of the graphics could use a bit more polish (e.g. the fonts, or the color palette), don't let them put you off.
This is a really fun game and well worth its price.

Note: At the time of its release the controls were quite frustrating, with lack of mid-air control making the game harder than it
ought to be. This way quickly improved based on player feedback, the developer is very responsive and obviously put a lot of
love in this game.. aw man, its like a guitar game for 5 year olds, its basically songs played with 4 or 5 really basic chords, no
lifts etc, if you turn off the background music and listen to what you are actually playing its utter crap.

To easy

atleast 40 of the 150 odd free songs are good, but again they are not the actual way of playing them, they are what it says in the
title, 4 chords.

Some tempo issues in game.

buy Rocksmith and look back laughing.. Upon first glance at Chicken Assassin: Master of Humiliation on Steam, the game
seemed like a 2D brawler games involving fowl in fisticuffs. If you read the description of the game, it would have you believe
it is an “Epic Action RPG! Full of Sarcastic and Hilarious Characters…”. It is very difficult to tell that it is actually a clicker
game, with no mention of this fact in the description or trailers. Let's see how it stacks up.

The gameplay of Chicken Assassin is very much as you would expect for a clicker game. As Mean McCallister, Chicken
Assassin, you aggressively click-to-death each and every enemy that come storming in from off screen, clearing wave after wave
of these baddies until you reach the boss of the level. And once you do reach the boss, you guessed it, you click it into
submission. Defeating enemies provides you with items that you can use to give McCallister stat boosts to increase his battle
effectiveness, and souls you use to purchase items and upgrades. You also unlock new outfits from time to time through
collecting enough of certain item drops or beating certain enemies etc.

The upgrades available to you come in two forms; resource and character. Resource upgrades are focused on increasing the
frequency that you obtain souls and the value they possess. This can be something on the level of directly increasing the numeric
value per soul or something like purchasing little flame minions to gather souls while you are away (this is one of many portions
of the game that seem very mobile gamey). The character upgrades give direct, permanent, stat boosts to Mean McCallister, like
increased defense or increase critical chance percentage. You don’t really run into too many spots where you do not have enough
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souls to get upgrades, due to the “Rooster Tales”, the games achievements that award various amounts of souls as a reward for
their completion. That being said, one extremely annoying feature that reeks of mobile game is the “Soul Limit” that you have to
spend souls to increase. There were several times were I would earn a 500,000 soul reward only to receive 100,000 and the rest
disappear into the ether because “I can’t carry that many souls”. It doesn’t even tell you your current souls limit, so you have no
way of knowing if you are close to full or not.

After playing for an hour or so, you will quickly realize the pattern of gameplay. Since there is no way to heal outside of an
upgrade that gives you a chance to heal after defeating an enemy or leveling up mid-game (instant full health), and the enemies
usually get their attack(s) before you can react to them, you will click madly trying to stay alive whilst constantly bleeding health
until the boss one-shots you and you have to restart the level. You will keep repeating the cycle of fight, die, re-equip, fight
again over and over until you get lucky with the level up timing or are so over leveled you can murder anything in your path and
beat the level. But, when you start the next level, it starts all over again, you get your teeth kicked in, so you die, re-equip, fight
again etc. It is just the same thing over and over and over, and it gets boring extremely quickly.

While the sound effects are quite good for the game, the music is another beast all together. Mediocre at its best and irritatingly
bad at worst. The main menu music (before you pay souls to unlock more music…in a game you paid for already) is a
seemingly random assortment of drum beats and synths, with some weird pitched up vocals meandering around in the
background that soon fades to almost out of tune piano chords. Most times you are better off playing with the music turned
down.

The worst thing of all however is the blatant racist and sexist imagery the game uses for background characters and enemies. In
the very first mission, there is an Asian man with thick round glasses with buck teeth and a rice hat betting on the game, with
what looks like a black face caricature eating a fried chicken leg. In the riot scene you fight overweight women with picket signs
that read “Free the Nipple”. Their title: “Angry Feminist”. It gets worse when you get to the “Borderlands” level in which you
are fighting outside of a gigantic concrete wall where your enemies are “Vatos” and “Wetbacks”. In what way is this okay?!?!
It’s astonishing that a game like this was greenlit on Steam, let alone has such high ratings. If these depictions were meant to be
in jest (though still in poor taste), it should have been made more clear.

Final Opinion
Pros:
1. Oil Painting ArtStyle is Cool
2. Visual Effects are Well Done
3. Lots of Customization Options
Cons:
1. Grindy
2. Gets Old Fast
3. Bad Music
4. Have to Unlock Features that Should Just Come with A Game You Paid For
5. RACISM and SEXISM

Buyer beware, I would not recommend it but its your decsion.

RATINGS

Gameplay: 4/10
Graphics: 4/10
Story: 2/10
Sound: 3/10
Content/Cost: 4/10

OVERALL: 3.4/10. Awesome adventure game. Really funny dialog and great voice acting.. Super EXP UP is great after 1st
playthough.
Felis Insurance let's Stella keep all her gear when she fails.
Felis EXPRESS halves the time Stella takes to complete a journey.
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I don't know how this one slipped its way in to the Broken Sword series, but it was a huge disappointment. I enjoyed the rest of
the series, even BS3, but I'd say this one is wholly skippable but if you want to know the story, just watch a Let's Play or use a
walkthrough.

Controls: Clunky, glitchy, awkward, cumbersome, etc etc etc. Every time the camera angle would shift, I'd find myself running
in an unintended direction. This was especially problematic in the scenes when you have to sneak around.

Graphics: Even for 2006 they were subpar. The mouths especially. They should have just stuck with what they used in BS3,
honestly.

Music: I missed Barrington Pheloung - he did the music for the rest of the series, this is the only exception - and it shows. It's
just not as good without him to lend his distinctive style to the game.

Voiceovers: pretty much the same as the previous games except Anna Maria's voice actor was extremely annoying.

Story: the least-interesting story of all the games so far, but not particularly terrible.

Writing: the jokes felt really contrived in this one compared to the other games, but otherwise the writing was just OK.

Puzzles: OH MY GOD. Some of the puzzles were just ridiculously tedious. Next to the awkward controls, the puzzles ruined the
game.

In summary: just skip this one.. I liked the conclusion. Good ambiance music and good wrap up of the story.. Someone said it
best elsewhere, the best way to describe this game/sim is "What is that???" Despite being an early release with some bugs the
natural evolution system is fascinating with unexpected strange creatures popping up all the time. Tweaking the environment
forces creatures to adapt to the new situation, I went from a tropical forest environment full of bird-headed ants to aquatic bird-
sloths by raising the sea level & lowering the land fertility. There are some notable problems, the occasional crashes are
annoying, 1 successful species will often dominate wiping out other species if there isn't a natural barrier present, starting a new
game overwrites the previous save and major graphics glitches when placing fences but I'm definitely a fan and I hope to see a
LOT more come of this in the near future!. About half of this game is making a cake and almost all of the ingredients are just in
kitchen cabinets or the fridge. Games should take you on an adventure. Putt Putt goes to the moon, joins the circus, and saves
the zoo. This game is just really mundane compared to other Humongous games and the small cast of insufferably polite
characters is the worst.

Stick to the other Humongous games that have at least a little personality and excitement to them.. A boardgame with dicetrows
that will kill you.. everytime.. :(
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